
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
NORTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 

PROPOSAL TO AMEND THE LOCAL RULES 

The full Court met in executive session on Thursday, 20 January 1994, approved a 

proposal to amend the Standing Order Establishing Pretrial Procedure. The attached copy of the 

Standing Order together with the documents associated with that order, i.e., schedule (c) dealing 

with exhibits, the final pretrial order form, the pretrial memorandum form for use in personal 

injury cases, the pretrial memorandum form for use in employment discrimination cases, the 

guideliues for proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law, and t.oe pattern jury instructions 

is annotated to show additions to the current Standing Order II and deletions thtt!. 

By direction of the full Court and pursuant to 28 U.S.c. § 2071(b) regarding appropriate 

public notice and opportunity for comment, the Clerk is directed (a) to cause the proposal to 

amend the Standing Order Establishing Pretrial Procedure to be posted in the Courthouses at 

Chicago and Rockford, (b) to cause notice of the proposal and requests for comment to be 

published in the Chicago Daily Law Bulletin, (c) to indicate in such notice a final date for receipt 

of comments, which date shall be sixty days from the first date of publication in the Law 

Bulletin, (d) to collect and distribute among the members of the Advisory Committee for Local 

Rules all comments received, and (e) following receipt of a copy of the report and 

recommendations of the advisory committee, to distribute copies of the comments together with 

copies of the report and recommendation among the members of the Court for consideration 

at a regular meeting of the full Court. 

ENTER: 
FOR THE COURT 

_~8_~ 
jJ Chid Judge 

Dated at Chicago, Illinois, this lE:-day of January, 1 4. 



STANDING ORDER ESTABLISHING PRETRIAL PROCEDURE 
(Adopted Pursuant to General Order of 26 June 1985; 

Amended Pursuant to General Order of 27 November 1991) 

This pretrial conference procedure is intended to secure a jus~ a::nd-speedYill 

_ determination of the issues. If the type of procedure described below does not 

appear calculated to achieve these ends in this case,-ni~~l1"nt1't1"~~ 

~onference with the judge and opposing counsel immediately so that alternative 

possibilities may be discussed. Failure of either party to comply with the substance or the spirit 

of this Standing Order may result in dismissal of the action, default or other sanctions 

appropriate under Fed. R. Civ. P. ("Rule") 16 or 37, 28 U.s.c. §1927 or any other applicable 

provisiOns. 

Comment: The proposals are based on recommendations made by the C.J.R.A. 

Advisory Group in its Final Report and the Advisory Committee on Local Rules 

and Procedures. 

A series of minor stylistic changes have been proposed to the Standing 

Order. These are being applied to all of the local rules to provide stylistic 

uniformity. They include displaying the section designator in bold, e.g., 1., (a), 

and the use of Court to refer only to the entire Court, e.g., the United States 

District Court for the Northern District of Illinois, and court to refer to an 

individual judge. 
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The Standing Order currently uses the conventIon of referring to 

individual rules of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure simply as "Rule 

[number]." While anyone familiar with both Fed.R.Civ.P. and the local rules 

would not be confused by this, those unfamiliar with the local rules might feel 

compelled to check each reference to make certain that it is to Fed.R.Civ.P. not 

the local rules. In the proposal "Fed.R.Civ.P." and "local General Rule" are used 

to make the identification unambiguous. As a result there is a change in the last 

sentence of the first paragraph eliminating the indication that for the balance of 

the Standing Order "Rule" will indicate "Fed.R.Civ.P." 

References to th' Standing Order Establishing Pretrial Procedure have 

been made uniform, i.e., "Standing Order." This allows ready differentiation from 

any standing orders adopted by individual judges. 

A section heading has been given to each section to indicate the general 

content of the section. 

The following changes are specific to the opening of the Standing Order. 

Currently, the Standing Order opens with an introductory paragraph which is 

followed by 8 numbered paragraphs. It is proposed that the introductory section 

be expressly designated as such. It becomes section 1. 

It is proposed that the opening sentence of the Standing Order be changed 

to use "just, speedy, and inexepensive" in lieu of "just and speedy." This follows 

the language currently used in Fed.R.Civ.P. 1. It is also proposed that the second 

sentence be revised to shift it to the third person used throughout the rule by 

specifying that counsel should seek a conference where the procedures in the 

Standing Order appear inappropriate to a case. 

In its Final Report the Advisory Group recommended that the Court 

either require uniformity in motion practices before the judges or amend local 
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General Rule 12 to indicate that there was some diversity. The Group found this 

change necessary in order to alert out-of-town counsel to an instance where a rule 

was not uniformly implemented. 

Although not specifically mentioned in the Advisory Group's proposed 

plan, the same considerations apply with respect to the implementation of the 

procedures and forms set out in the Standing Order. Accordingly, a new second 

paragraph has been added to alert those unfamiliar with the Court's practices of 

the need to contact the minute clerk for procedures specific to the presiding judge. 

civil case (other than 

categories of cases excepted by this District COtlrt's ~General Rule 5.00), the ~ourt will 

usually schedule a preliminary pretrial conference (ordinarily in the form of a status hearing) as 

required by ~16. At the conference, counsel should be fully prepared and have 

authority to discuss any questions regarding the case, including questions raised by the pleadings, 

jurisdiction, venue, pending motions, motions contemplated to be filed, the contemplated 

joinder of additional parties, the probable length of time needed for discovery and the possibility 

of settlement of the case. Counsel will have the opportunity to discuss any problems 

confronting them, including the need for time in which to prepare for trial. At the conclusion 

of the preliminary conference, a date for status hearing on discovery and its completion will be 

set if the case is not disposed of by settlement or otherwise. 

Comment: In section 2. (the current section 1.) the principal change 

proposed is a result of the proposed amendment to F.R.Civ.P 16(b). The changes 

to 16(b) require the court to "enter a scheduling order that limits the time 
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(1) to join other parties and to amend the pleadings; 

(2) to file motions; and 

(3) to complete discovery. 

The scheduling order may also include 

(4) modifications of the times for disclosures under Rules 26(a) and 26 (e)(l) 

and of the extent of discovery to be permitted; 

(5) the date or dates for conferences before trial, a final pretrial conference, 

and trial; and 

(6) any other matters appropriate in the circumstance of the case." 

The order is to be entered "as soon as practicable but in any event within 

90 days after the appearance of the defendant and within 120 days after the 

complaint has been served on the defendant." The 

The only other changes are the following stylistic changes: (a) the addition 

of the section caption "Preliminary Pretrial Conference;" (b) "this District 

Court's General Rule 5.00" becomes "local General Rule 5.00;" (c) "Court" 

becomes "court;" and (d) "Rule 16" becomes "Fed.R.Civ.P. 16." 

If at any time during the preliminary pretrial conference or later status hearings it appears 

that complex or protracted discovery will be sought, the ~ourt 81 

(c) require that the parties proT" ide deveipp a joint w ri tten discovery plan under R:ttle 

Fe&R:.CivTP.26 (f), which sha:ll be as specific as possible as to dates, time and places 
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disco'Vcry ~ ill be sOtlght and as to the names of persons whose depositions will be taken. 

~Sw~AW~~~~~ 
~_~MAn:, stich plan shall also specify the parties' proposed 

discovery closing date and may only be amended for good cause 

~~n all events the <1ourt wi:ll, at an appropriate point in the 

disco. cry proeess, set a disco. ery dosing date. 

Comment: In section 3. (the current section 2.) there are several substantive 

changes. The section has also been restructed for greater clarity. One of the 

substantive changes is to add the phrase "[the court] may- (a) determine that the 

Manual on Complex Litigation 2d be used as a guide for procedures to be followed 

in the case, or" in the first sentence. This is in response to the recommendation 

of the Advisory Group that "[j]udges and litigants in complex cases ... should use 

the Manual on Complex Litigation 2d as a guide."! 

A second substantive change is the addition of "[the court may ] (b) 

determine that discovery should proceed by phases, or" in the first sentence and 

Final Report, page 92, Item 15. 
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two new sentences as the second paragraph section 3. These additions are in 

response to 28 U.S.c. § 473 (a) (3) (C) (ii) and the recommendation of the Advisory 

Group? It is the view of the Court that phased discovery is most likely to be 

applicable to complex cases. Accordingly, the reference to its use was included 

in section 3. of the Standing Order, a section dealing with discovery in complex 

cases. 

The third substantive change involves grouping all the material-some of 

which is new-relating to joint discovery plan into the third paragraph of section 

3. The opening sentence of the paragraph is material relocated from the existing 

text. The last two sentences of the paragraph are new. They provide that where 

parties cannot agree to the discovery plan, they should file separate plans and the 

judge will determine the final timetable.3 

A fourth substantive change involves adding the following as the opening 

sentence of the fourth paragraph: "Where appropriate, lIcourt may also set 

deadlines for filing motions and a time framework for their disposition." This 

serves as a reminder to parties and the court of the need to consider such a 

schedule as suggested by 28 U.5.C § 473(a)(3)(D). 

The following stylistic changes are proposed for section 3.: (a) a section 

caption of "Procedures for Complex or Protracted Discovery" be added; (b) 

"'Court" becomes "'court;" (c) "Rule 26 (f)" becomes "'F.R.Civ. P. 26 (f);" and the 

last sentence of the section is shifted to the next section. 

The Advisory Group recommended that the Standing Order be amended "to provide that discovery 
proceed in phases in all cases for which discovery is appropriate." (Final Report, page 91, Item 7.) 

The Advisory Group recommended that where litigants cannot agree on a joint discovery plan "each 
side should submit its own proposed discovery schedule." (Final Report, page 91, Item 7.) 
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........ ---.• to the extent specified by the ~ourt on 

motion of either party, discovery must be completed before the discovery dosing date. Discovery 

requested before the discovery dosing date, but not scheduled for completion before the 

discovery dosing date, does not comply with this order. 

Comments: Section 4. combines a first sentence taken from the same as the last 

sentence of the current section 2. and the two sentences that make up the current 

section 3. Because the contents of the current section 2. have been designated as 

dealing with complex or protracted discovery, it was necessary to move the last 

sentence of that section to a different section in order to avoid the inference that 

setting a discovery dosing date applied only to cases with complex or protracted 

discovery. Other than the addition of the caption for the section, the only other 

stylistic change is the use of "court" instead of "Court." 

Counsel and the parties are directed to eo1!'lCtlet

_a thorough exploration of the prospects of settlement before undertaking the extensive 

labor of preparing the Order provided for in the next paragraph. 

If settlement is feasible, such 

advance discussions 'Win save the elients' time and mone" counsels' time and the Court's time. 

parties wish the Ctourt to participate in a settlement conference, counsel ~ask the 
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~ourt or the minute clerk to schedule such conference)~«~~~ 

~~_~ If the case has not been settled 

and is placed on the ~ourt's trial calendar, settlement possibilities should continue to be 

explored throughout the period before trial. If the case is settled, counsel shall notify the minute 

clerk promptly and notice up the case for final order. 

Comment: Several substantive changes are proposed for this section. In its 

Final Report, the Advisory Group recommends that "the judge may require a 

party representative with authority to bind be present at a settlement conference, 

in person or by telephone."" This language closely tracks that of 28 U.S.c. § 

473 (b) (5). 

The Advisory Group also recommends that "[ e ]arly in a case, judges may 

offer to preside over settlement talks.,,5 In addition, the Advisory Group also 

suggested that where a bench trial is involved, provision be made for a judge other 

than the one who will try the case to preside at the settlement talks, particularly 

as the time for trial approaches. These suggestions have been incorporated into 

this section. 

Changes to the section proposed by the Rules Advisory Committee have 

also been incorporated in this proposal. These include substituting for the word 

"conduct" in the first sentence the words "undertake a good faith effort to settle 

which includes," eliminating the current second sentence, substituting "If" for 

"Should" as the opening word of the current third sentence, and substituting 

Final Repon, Item 17, page 92. 

Final Report, page 93, Item 22. 
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"should" for "may" in the same sentence. The reason the Committee 

recommends deleting the second sentence is that it is purely hortatory and adds 

nothing procedural. The remaining changes are intended to clarify. 

Finally, there are three stylistic changes, all involving changing "Court" 

or "Court's" to "court" or "court's." 

When it appears that the ease is nearing readiness for trial, or shortly a:fter the diseo"4ery 

dosing date, tlhe ~ourt will schedule dates for submission of a proposed .pretrial order 

_and final pretria! conference (t:b:e-"Conference") in accordance with ~ 

16. In the period between notice and the date for submission of the pretrial order: 

(a) Counsel for all parties are directed to confer i,,, pt:f'3t'm {fact: fflfoet:} at tht:il' t:a,-liest 

""m:~1Jit,tce~in order to (1) reach _any possible stipulations narrowing 

the issues of law and fact, (2) deal with non-stipulated issues in the manner stated in this 

paragraph and (3) exchange _documents that will be offered in evidence at the 

It shall be the duty 

of counsel for plaintiff to initiate that meeting and the duty of other counsel to respond 

to plaintiff's counsel and to offer their full cooperation and assistanc~ 

. I~ after reasonable effor~ any party cannot 

obtain the cooperation of other counsel, it shall be his or her duty to communicate with 

~he~ou~~. 

{I Counsels' meeting shall be held sufficiently in advance of the date of the scheduled 

Conference with the ~ourt so that counsel for each party can furnish all other counsel 

with a statement _of the ~ issues the party will offer evidence to support~ 

~~. eliminat~ any issues that might appear in the pleadings about 

which there is no real controversy, and ~includinge in sueh statement ~issues of law 
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as well as ultimate issues of fact from the standpoint of each party. 

~ ""~~~~ounsel for plaintiff then will _prepare _ 

_ a draft pretf ial olrder and submit it _to opposing counsel~ 

after which all counsel 

will jointly submit6 the original and one copy of the final draft of the proposed pretrial 

oIrder (thc "Order") to the fJudge's chambers (or in open court, if so directed) on the 

date fixed for submission.7 

IJ All instructions contained 11> ithin the text of and footnotes ~ 

the must be followed 

cuefttU,. They will be binding on the parties at trial in the same manner as though 

repeated in the Order. ~-~_JI1f'M 

(I If there are +y pending motions requiring determination in advance of trial 

~1eY~~:t-s~)eClhC~Lll~ \,e-called to the 

" Coruud for plaintiff ha:! primary re!ponsibilit)' £Of pfeparation of the Order Mtd, in that lespeet, for-.its 
~tlbnlis!ion to opposing e6tll,sel in ample time f6r re v i",i6n Mtd timel), filing. Nonetheless fttll e66pel ati, n Mtd 
a:!si~tanee 6f aU 6ther eottnsel are reqttil ed {6r proper pI epa:! afion of the Order and II1tlst thet e£of e be extended. 

7 As the Order reflects (see * footnote), various of its requirements (marked by an * on later pages) may be 
deferred until after the Order itself is filed. If a:!l)' eOtlnsel believes tbat proeedttfe to be appropriate .i-n-tft.e 
eilettlnstMtees of the ea:!e, a m6ti6n "hottld be filed seeking leave of eottrt for stleh deferral. 

8 Tni., indttde., motions in limine, disptltes o,'er speeifie jttry imtItletion!l or tne admi!",ibility of Mt)' evidence 
at tI ial npon '" bieb the parties desil e to pI esent anthOl tties and 3:q;t1ment to tbe Conlt. 
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~ourtts attention not later than the date of submission of the Order. 
" 

(Df) Counsel must consider the following matters among other" during their 

conference: 

(1) Jurisdiction (if any question exists in this respect, it must be identified in 

the Order); 

(2) Propriety of parties; correctness of identity of legal entities; necessity for 

appointment of guardian, administrator, executor or other fiduciary, and validity 

of appointment if already made; correctness of designation of party as 

partnership, corporation or individual d/bl a trade name; and 

(3) Questions of misjoinder or nonjoinder of parties. 

(ej) Duplicate counterparts of the Order, following the attached form, must be 

submitted at the time and place instructed by the ~ourt. 

Comment: In addition to stylistic changes of the type previously mentioned, 

e.g., substituting "court" for "Court" and "counsel" for "Counsel," the text of 

subsection (a) has been rearranged so that each subsection is accorded its own 

designation. As a result, the material equivalent to the current subsection (a) is 

now in subsections (a) through (e). Consequently, the current subsections (b) and 

(c) are redesignated as subsections (t) and (g). 

The proposed subsection (a) contains several changes. In the first sentence 

the Rules Advisory Committee proposes the substitution of "Counsel for all 

parties are directed to meet ... " for the current "Counsel for all parties are directed 

to confer in person (face to face) at their earliest convenience ... " The Committee 

proposed the change to permit flexibility sufficient to cover the wide range of 

conditions likely to be met in following these procedures. For example, where 

one or more of the counsel is from out of town, the required "face to face" meeting 
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may significantly increase costs with no necessary increase in the ability of parties 

to achieve the aims of the procedures established by the Standing Order. 

The addition of the words "agreement on" in (a)(1) and "copies of" in 

(a)(3) are intended to increase clarity. Similarly, the addition of the phrase "to 

fulfill both the substance and spirit of this standing order" to the end of the 

second sentence of (a) serves to make explicit what in the current version is tacit. 

The changes to the final sentence of (a) are also intended to increase clarity. 

The proposed subsection (b) is based on the fourth sentence of the current 

subsection (a). A single, long sentence is converted to two shorter sentences. 

The proposed subsection (c) is based on the fifth sentence of the current 

subsection (a). However, the proposal converts the opening of that sentence into 

a separate sentence. It also makes the preparation of the initial draft of the final 

pretrial order an "obligation" of counsel for plaintiff. New material, the second 

and third sentences of (c), further define the nature of the "obligation" and require 

the cooperation of the other counsel. The last sentence of (c) is the end of the 

fifth sentence of the current (a). As a result of these changes footnote 6 and the 

final sentence of footnote 7 are no longer needed and so will be deleted. 

The proposed subsection (d) is based on the sixth and seventh sentences 

of the current subsection (a). There are minor revisions to the sixth sentence. 

The seventh sentence is unchanged. The third sentence in (d) is new. It creates 

a procedure whereby counsel can seek leave of court to defer preparation of part 

of the Order until after the main portion is filed. 

The proposed subsection (e) is based on the eighth sentence of the current 

subsection (a). The major change is stylistic. References to motions in limine 

relegated to footnote 5 in the current version are incorporated into the text of 

subsection (e) and footnote 5 is eliminated. 
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Proposed subsections (f) and (g) are the same as current subsections (b) and 

(c) other than the final word in (g), where "court" is substituted for "Court." 

At the Conference each party shall be represented by the attorneys who will try the case 

(unless before the conference the ~ourt grants permission for other counsel to attend in their 

~. ~attorneys will familiarize themselves with the pre-trial rules and 

will come to the Conference with full authority to accomplish the purposes of ~ 

16 (including simplifying the issues, expediting the trial and saving expense to litigants). 

Accordingly ~ounsel shall be prepared to discuss compromise settlement possibilities at the 

Conference without the necessity of obtaining confirmatory authorization from their clients.9 

Comment: There are a few minor stylistic changes in the first three sentences 

of this section. Major changes were proposed by both the Rules Advisory 

Committee and the Advisory Group. The proposal of the Rules Advisory 

Committee consists of two additional sentences dealing with the presence of 

parties at the final pretrial conference. That of the Advisory Group is in the last 

sentence. 

9 If a party desi! es to be pI e:<!ent at the eonferenee, eotln~el llItlst notify the ad y erge "arties at ieage one ~ eek 
in ad" anee of the Conferenee. 
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The first new sentence is essentially the same as the current footnote 6 

[footnote 10 in this document]. It requires notification of adverse parties where 

a party will attend the Conference. The importance of this provision suggests 

that it should be in the body of the order, rather than relegated to a footnote. 

The second new sentence places a duty on counsel to make an effort to 

determine how to contact the represented party if that party is not going to attend 

the Conference. 

The Advisory Group recommended that this section be revised "to require 

that each party be represented at each pretrial conference by an attorney with 

authority to bind the party with respect to all matters previously identified by the 

court for discussion at the conference, and all reasonably related matters. An 

exception may be appropriate for governmental bodies in particular cases. "10 As 

revised, this section requires that counsel attending the final pretrial conference 

has "full authority to accomplish the purposes of Fed.R.Civ.P. 16 (including 

simplifying the issues, expediting the trial and saving expense to litigants)" and 

that "[ c ]ounsel shall be prepared to discuss compromise settlement 

possibilities ... without the necessity of obtaining confirmatory authorization of 

their clients." Taken together, these would appear to satisfy the desire of the 

Advisory Group to require that counsel have authority to bind the party, at least 

at the final pretrial conference. 

The suggestion of the Advisory Group that counsel for governmental 

bodies be excepted in certain instances is incorporated into the last sentence of 

this section. 

Final Report, page 92, Item 17. 
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It is essential that parties adhere to the scheduled dates for the Order and Conference, for 

the Conference date governs the case's priority for trial. Because of the scarcity of Conference 

dates, courtesy to counsel in other cases also mandates no late changes in scheduling. 

Accordingly, no extensions of the Order and Conference dates will be granted without good 

cause, and no request for extension should be made less than 14 days before the scheduled 

Conference. 

Comment: No changes are proposed for this section other than re-numbering 

and the addition of a caption. 

At the conclusion of the Conference the ~ourt will enter an appropriate order reflecting 

the action taken, and the case will be added to the civil trial calendar. Although no further 

pretrial conference will ordinarily be held thereafter, a final conference may be requested by any 

of the parties or ordered by the ~ourt prior to trial. Any case ready for trial will be subject to 

trial as specified by the ~ourt. 

Comment: The only changes proposed for this section are its being re-

numbered, the addition of a caption, and substituting "court" for "Court" in each 

of the three sentences of the section. 
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Comment: This section is new. It explicitly identifies the various materials 

that are associated with the Sumding Order. 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 

EASTERN DIVISION 

) 
) 

Plaintiff(s), ) 
) 

v. ) Civil Action No. 
) 
) 
) 

Defendant(s).l ) 

FINAL PRETRIAL ORDER 

~ This matter having come before the Eiourt at a pretrial conference held pursuant to Fed. 

R. Civ. P. ("Rule") 16, and [insert name, address and telephone number] having appeared as counsel 

for plaintiff(s) and [insert name, address and telephone number] having appeared as counsel for 

defendant(s), the following action was taken: 

This is an action fol and the 

jurisdiction of the ~ourt is invoked under ~~~~~ 

~~. Jurisdiction is (not) disputed.3 

I Where a third-party defendant is joined pursuant to Rule 14(a), the Order may be suitably modified. In 
that lespeet5~, the caption and the statement of parties and counsel shall be modified to reflect the joiner. 

Breach of contract, pel sona:l injnry , etc . 

. 1 In diversity cases or other cases requiring a jurisdictional amount in controversy, the Order shall contain 
either a stipulation that $+50,000 is involved or a I eStlme of the hi'~~evidence supporting 
the claim that such sum could reasonably be awarded. 
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~ All */ ~he following stipulations and statements were submitted and are attached to and 

made a part of this Order:4 

(a) a comprehensive stipulation or statement of all uncontested facts, which will 

become a part of the evidentiary record in the case (and which, in jury trials, may be read 

to the jury by the court or any party);5 

(b) an agreed statement of the contested issues of fact and la~, together with sepal ate 

statements b, each party of an, contested issues of faet 01 la~ not agreed to,6 

-

• If it does not appear that the case will be reached for trial in the neM _future, or if active settlement 
discussions are in progress, the ~ourt may defer asterisked ~requirements until shortly before the case is set for 
trial. See items (i), 0), (k), and 0). On motion of any party or on the ~ourt's own motion, any requirements of this 
Order (including one or more of the asterisked requirements) may be waived entirely. 

5 Counsel for plaintiff has the responsibility to prepare the initial draft of a proposed stipulation dealing with 
allegations in the complaint. Counsel for any counterj~cross- or third-party complainant has a like _. 
responsibility ~to _a stipulation dealing with allegations that speak t~ ~that party's complaints. J the 
admissibility of any uncontested fact is challenged, the party objecting and the grounds for objection must be s:ated. 

6 If an, diffiCl1lt ~r tlntl!\:1al pI ~blems ~f la-w ~r e y ide nee Me likel, t~ Mise dtlI ing the trial, the, sh~uld be .alled 
t~ the C~llrt's attenti~n, t~gether "I ith a statement ~f the parties' e~ntenti~ns and the m~st inlp~rtant autho. ities. 
In this I espeet, all nmtions in limine shollid be filed ow ith stlpp~rting briefs at the time of the filing of the CIrder: 
Resp~nses t~ !\:1eh nIoti~ns shall be filed ow ithin 14 days the I eafter, Mid I eplies shall be filed ow ithin Seq en day ~ a:fteI 
the I esp~l1Ses are filed. All ~ther inf~1 ntati~n ealled f~1 b, sllbparagraph (b) ~f the text 01 this f~~tn~te rrta, ~f 
Will se be indllded in the tI ial bl ids 01, in n~n jtlry eases, in the pr~posed Findings of Faet and Condllsi~ns of-btw:-
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(c) 

(1) all exhibits (all exhibits shall be marked for identification before trial), 

including documents, summaries, charts and other items expected to be offered 

in evidence and 

(2) any demonstrative evidence and experiments to be offered during trial/ 

(d) a list or lists of names and addresses of the potential witnesses to be called by each 

parL j, with a statement of any objections to calling, or to the qualifications of, any 

witness to be noted _on the list;8 

(e) stipulations or statements setting forth the qualifications of each expert witness 

in such form that the statement can be read to the jury at the time the expert witness 

takes the stand;9 

7 Items not listed will not be admitted without good cause shown. Cumulative documents, particularly 
among x-rays and photos, should be omitted. Duplicate exhibits shall not be scheduled by different parties, but 
may be offered as joint exhibits. All parties are cliteeted to jEstipulate to the authenticity of exhibits 
~possible, and this Order shall identify any exhibits whose authenticity has not been stipulated 
~and specific reasons for the _failure ~to stipulate. As the attached Schedule (c) form refleet~, 
non-objected-to exhibits are received in evidence by operation of this Order, without any need for further 
foundation testimony. Copies of exhibits shall be made available to opposing counsel and a bench book of 
exhibits shall be prepared and delivered to the ~ourt at the start of the trial unless excused by the ~ourt. If 
the trial is a jury trial and counsel desires to display exhibits to the members of the jury, sufficient copies of such 
exhibits must be made available so as to provide each juror with a copy, or alternativel}{ enlarged photographic 
copies or projected copies should be used. 

8 Each party shall indicate which witnesses will be called in the absence of reasonable notice to opposing 
counsel to the contrary, and which may be called as a possibility only. :f'..1o--~witness 'Who is not listed will 
be . "'/ ... :', N"% '//'~ • f" "',: ... ~good cause shown, except that each party 

reserves the right to call such rebuttal witnesses (who are not presently identifiable) as may be necessary, without 
prior notice to the opposing party. 

'J Only one expert witness on each subject for each party will ordinaril, be permitted~~~ 
ctnmY~Wn. If more than one expert witness is listed, the subject matter of each expert's testimony shall be 
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(f) a list of all depositions, or portlOns thereof, to be read mto evidence and 

statements of any objections thereto;1O 

(g) an itemized statement of special damages;ll 

(h) waivers of any claims or defenses that have been abandoned by any party; 

(i)* trial 12 

(j)* for a jury trial, one set of marked proposed jury instructions, verdict forms and 

specified. 

10 If any party objects to the admissibility of any portion, athe name of the party objecting and the grounds 
shall be the shall be prepared to present to the ~ou~ 
~ a copy of of the aet)OSltlcm 

redundant material __ all colloquy between counsel eliminated when the deposition is read 
at trial. If a video deposition is proposed to be used, opposing counsel must be so advised sufficiently before tr.al to 
permit any objections to be made and ruled on by the ~ourt, ~objectionable material ~be .~ited 
out of the film before trial. 

11 If the case involves personal injuries, a special Pretrial Memorandum form available from the ~()urt's 
minute clerk or secretary shall also be filed with this Order. 

12~~~_"'~~~:t party;; trial brief shall exceed 15 Trial briefs are intended to provide full 
and complete disclosure of the parties' respective theories of the case. AccordinglJi each trial brief shall in:lude 
statements o~ 

(a) the nature of the case, 
(b) the contested facts the party expects the evidence will establish, 
(c) the party's theory of liability or defense based on those facts and the uncontested facts, 
(d) the party's theory of damages or other relief in the event liability is establishecij and 
(e) the party's theory of any anticipated motion for directed verdict. 

lr'£h~,k~shall also include citations of authorities in support of each theory stated in the brief. Any the<,ry of 
liability or defense that is not expressed in a party's trial brief will be deemed waived. Trial briefs ~not 
repeat matters c0gered ~~in the proposed Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law in non-jury cases. 
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special interrogatories, if any, by each party;13 

(k)* for a jury trial, a list of the questions each party requests the Biourt to ask 

prospective jurors in accordance with ~47(a);H 

(1)* for a non-jury trial, each party's proposed Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law 

in duplicate (see guidelines available from the ~ourt's minute clerk or secretary);15 and 

(rn) a statement summanzmg the history and status of settlement negotIatIOnS, 

13 To the extent possible ~d instructions shall be presented by the parti~. Whether agreed 
or unagreed, each marked copy of an instruction shall indicate the proponent and supporting authority. All 
objections to tendered instructions shall be in 
and shall also include citations of autholr1t"l1_.~ 

mii?.sto'Velnth Circuit pattern jury instructions (~he only such instructions 
are Federal Criminal Jury Instructions prepa:red b, the Committee on Federal Criminal Jury Instt'l::lctions 
of thc ~ enth Cit cuit, which of coune have limited potential applicability to civil case~~ or, 
~ _if there are none, Fifth Gi, ,Mit Distriet Jud!;es Association pattern jury instruction~ 
are piefened (thottgh ~are should be taken to make certain substantive instructions on federal questions 
conform to Seventh Circuit case la~. If Fifth Circuit pattern instt'l::letions Me not othenv ise a, ailable to 
counsel, the Chicago Bat' Association ha3 a cop)' of the ,oltlnte containing StIch in!tt'l::lctions. 
At the time of tri~ an unmarked original set of instructions and any special interrogatories (a:l:l-on 8 112" 

x II" sheets) shall be submitted to the ~ourt~ to be sent to the jury room after being read to the jury. Supplemental 
requests for instructions during the course of the trial or ~the conclusion of the evidence will be granted solely as 
to those matters that cannot ~reasonably be-anticipated at the time of piCpat'ation of this Oide~~ 

~-. 
I. 

1, These shall be separately stated in separately numbered paragraphs. Findings of Fact should contain a 
detailed listing of the relevant material facts the party Intends to prove. They should not be in formal language, 
but should be in simple narrative form. Conclusions of Law should contain"/";;';;:'«/;';u"%~;,/ 

of~ni~mllut~<fii~of the legal theories scifl(i~bycounsel~. 
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indicating whether further negotiations are ongoing and likely to be productive:-~ 

rI ~ach party has completed discovery, including the depositions 

of expert witnesses (unless the ~ourt has previously ordered otherwise). Except for 

_good cause shown, no further discovery shall be permitted. 16 

11 Trial of this case is expected to take __ 

days. It will be listed on the trial calendar, to be tried when reached. 

{I [Indicate the type 0/ trial by placing an X in the appropriate box] 

Jury 0 Non-jury 0 

~ It is the parties' recommendation that [indicate the number o/jurors recommendeclP jurors 

be selected at the commencement of the trial. 

II It is the parties' preference that the issues of liability and damages should _ should 

~~~~be bifurcated for trial. On motion of any 

party or on motion of the ~ourt, bifurcation may be ordered in either a jury or a non-jury triaL 

Mark appt Opt iate line. 

10 If this is a case in which (contrary to the normal requirements) discovery has not been completec, this 
Order shall state what discovery remains to be completed by each party. 
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o The parties do not object to this case being tried by a Mlagistrate flit if need 

be. 

o The parties are not in agreement that this case may be tried by a Mlagistrate 

~ This Order will control the course of the trial and may not be amended except by 

consent of the parties and the €iourt, or by order of the ~ourt to prevent manifest ir;ustice. 

II Possibility of settlement of this case was considered by the parties. 

United States District JudgJi 

Date: ------

APPROVED AS TO FORM AND SUBSTANCE: 

Attorney for Plaintiff(s) Attorney for Defendant(s) 

Comment: The first change proposed to the Final Pretrial Order ("Order") is 

that the name of the assigned judge be included in the caption under the case 
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number. 

Throughout the Order there are minor stylistic changes, e.g., use of 

"court" in lieu of "Court." These are not all specified in the Comment. In order 

to make references to sections less ambiguous, a section number has been added 

in bold at the start of each paragraph. For stylistic uniformity, the subsections in 

section (3) are also in bold type. 

The major change to the section (2) is to place the instructions in italics 

inside brackets. As a result, footnote 2 becomes superfluous and is eliminated. 

(Because of the limitations of the manner in which the word processor handles 

footnotes, the remaining notes are numbered as though footnote 2 continued to 

exist.) 

There are minor stylistic changes to footnotes 1 and 3. In addition, the 

diversity jurisdictional amount is changed in footnote 3 to show the current 

minimum of $50,000.00. 

Subsection (3)(a) is unchanged. Subsection (3)(b) is to be eliminated. The 

material relating to the filing of motions in limine together with responses and 

replies to such motions was moved from its current position in footnote 6 to a 

separate subsection. With the elimination of the current subsection (3)(b), this 

material will be designated as (3)(b). The Rules Advisory Committee proposed 

this change because the materials on in limine motions are sufficiently important 

that they should be located in the body of the text, rather than relegated to a 

footnote. 

In addition to the removal of the materials dealing with motions in limine, 

the text of footnote 6 has been altered to provide more extensive and explicit 

descriptions of the matters covered. 

The change proposed to subsection (3)(c) is intended to make clear that 
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rebuttal exhibits are not usually included among those covered by Schedule (c). 

The Rules Advisory Committee proposed that subsection (3)(i) be changed 

to require trial briefs in non-jury cases but only where ordered by the court in 

JUry cases. 

The first clause of the current subsection (3)(m) is retained as the new 

(3)(m). The balance of the subsection is shifted to a new subsection, (3)(n). This 

provides greater stylistic consistency by setting out the two statements required 

by the current subsection (3)(m) as separate requirements. 

A new footnote 17 is added to ren:ind parties that Fed.R.Civ.P. 48 

provides that a civil jury shall consist of not fewer than 6 nor more than 12 

persons. 

The Rules Advisory Committee proposed that the provisions of section 

(8) in the current Order (consent to reassignment to a magistrate judge) should be 

expanded. In lieu of the terse "Mark appropriate line-" the Committee 

recommends a statement identifying the statute and reminding parties that they 

can still consent. In addition, a line is added for those cases where the parties 

explicitly agree to such a consent. 

A new footnote 18 has been added to indicate that where the case has been 

reassigned to a magistrate judge on consent, the magistrate judge will sign the 

Order, even though the form states "United States District Judge." 

The remaining changes to the Order are stylistic. 
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Schedule (c) 

Exhibits 

1. The following exhibits were offered by plaintiff(s), received in evidence and marked as 

indicated: 

[State identification number and brief description of each exhibit.] 

2. The following exhibits were offered by plaintiff(s) and marked for identification. 

Defendant(s) objected to their receipt in evidence on the grounds stated:! 

[State identification number and brief description of each exhibit. Also state briefly the 

ground of objection, such as competency, relevancy or materiality, and the provision 

of Fed. R. Evid. relied upon. Also state briefly plaintiff{'s)(s ') response to the objection, 

with appropriate reference to Fed. R. E vid.] 

3. The following exhibits were offered by defendant(s), received in evidence and marked as 

indicated: 

[State identification number and brief description of each exhibit.] 

4. The following exhibits were offered by defendant(s) and marked for identification. 

Plaintiff(s) objected to their receipt in evidence on the grounds stated:2 

[State identification number and brief description of each exhibit. Also state briefly the 

ground of objection, such as competency, relevancy or materiality, and the provision 

of Fed. R. Evid. relied upon. Also state briefly defendant{'s) (sj response to the 

Copies of objected-to exhibits should be delivered to the G40un with this Order, to permit rulings in 
limine where possible. 
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objection, with appropriate reference to Fed. R. E vid.] 

Comment: The only changes proposed to the Schedule (c) form are minor 

stylistic changes in the presentation of the instructions and the footnotes. No 

substantive changes are proposed. 
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PRETRIAL MEMORANDUM FOR USE IN PERSONAL INJURY CASES 

) Civil Action No. 
) 
) Plaintiff requests 

v. ) 
) Defendant offers 
) 
) Court recommends 

Plaintiff's Name: 

Age: 

Occupation: 

Marital status: 

Attorney(s) for plaintiff: 

[~name and phone number of trial attorney]: 

Summary of injuries: (note especially any permanent pathology): 

Attorney(s) for Defendant: 

[';% .. ~ •. ".Jl;~ '.i.OW ~'$'.~ .~~ i~;;."·~;"~fV~~~~A:..;;J~~;u;~~~}f;,. 
~~~~:~~~~:Wj;~~,~~'~ 

$ 

$ 

$ 
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Date, hour and place of accident: 

Medical fees: 

Attending physicians: 

Hospital bills: 

Hospitals: 

Place of employment: 

Loss of income: 

Miscellaneous expenses: 

T otalliquidated damages: 

[IMPORTANT: Attach:-8p one or more of the following items as required by the Gourt: 
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(1) copies of all medical reports-plaintiff and defendant (get current reports); 

(2) police report, if any, of aU witnesses; 

(3) summary of depositions of critical witnesses (based on joint consultation by 

counsel); 

(4) copies of interrogatories and answers; and 

(5) copies of bills of special items of expense. 

Furnish copies of above items to ~ourt and defendant's attorney at least one week in 

advance of pretrial hearing.~ 

Brief Statement of Circumstances of Occurrence# 

Plaintiff's view: 

Defendant's view: 

----------

The parties shall attach any medical reports or summaries useful for discussion a1; the 

pretrial conference. 

Comment: Only minor stylistic changes are proposed to this form. 
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Comment: The Pretrial Memorandum for Use in Employment Discrimination 
Cases is new. It was recommended as an additional form by the Advisory 
Committee on Local Rules and Procedure. 
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GUIDELINES FOR PROPOSED FINDINGS OF FACT 
AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 

(1) Plaintiff shall first serve and file proposed findings and conclusions. Each defendant shall 

then serve and file answering proposals. 

(2) Plaintiff's proposals shall include (~ a narrative statement of all facts proposed to be 

proved and (~ a concise statement of plaintiff's legal contentions and the authorities supporting 

them: 

(-t1) Plaintiff's narrative statement of facts shall set forth in simple, declarative 

sentences all the facts relied upon in support of plaintiff's claim for relief. It shall be 

complete in itself and shall contain no recitation of any witness' testimony or what any 

defendant stated or admitted in these or other proceedings, and no reference to the 

pleadings or other documents or schedules as such. It may contain references in 

parentheses to the names of witnesses, depositions, pleadings, exhibits or other 

documents, but no party shall be required to admit or deny the accuracy of such 

references. It shall, so far as possible, contain no pejoratives, labels or legal conclusions. 

It shall be so constructed, in consecutively numbered paragraphs (though where 

appropriate a paragraph may contain more than one sentence), that each of the opposing 

parties will be able to admit or deny each separate sentence of the statement. 

(~) Plaintiff's statement of legal contentions shall set forth all such plaintiff's 

contentions necessary to demonstrate the liability of each defendant to such plaintiff. 

Such contentions shall be separately, clearly and concisely stated in separately numbered 

paragraphs. Each paragraph shall be followed by citations of authorities in support 

thereof. 
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(3) Each defendant's answering proposals shall correspond to plaintiff's proposals: 

(~ Each defendant's factual statement shall admit or deny each separate sentence 

contained in the narrative statement of fact of each plaintiff, except in instances where 

a portion of a sentence can be admitted and a portion denied. In those instances, each 

defendant shall state clearly the portion admitted and the portion denied. Each separate 

sentence of each defendant's response shall bear the same number as the corresponding 

sentence in the plaintiff's narrative statement of fact. In a separate portion of each 

defendant's narrative statement of facts, such defendant shall set forth all affirmative 

matter of a factual nature relied upon by such defendant, constructed in the same manner 

as the plaintiff's narrative statement of facts. 

(:2ID Each defendant's separate statement of proposed conclusions of law shall respond 

directly to plaintiff's separate legal contentions and shall contain such additional 

contentions of the defendant as may be necessary to demonstrate the non-liability or 

limited liability of the defendant. Each defendant's statement of legal contentions shall 

be constructed in the same manner as is provided for the similar statement of each 

plaintiff. 

Comment: The only changes proposed to the Guidelines are that each 

paragraph be numbered. As a result, the current numbering of the subparagraphs 

is changed. 
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The Functions of the Court and Jury 

Members of the jury, the evidence and arguments in this case have been completed, and 

I will now instruct you as to the law applicable to this case. It is your duty to follow all of the 

instructions. 

You must not question any rule of law stated by me in these instructions. Regardless of 

any opinion you may have as to what the law ought to be, you must base your verdict upon the 

law given by me. 

lt is your duty to determine the facts from the evidence in this case. You are to apply the 

law given to you in these instructions to the facts and in this way decide the case. 

This case should be considered and decided by you as an action between persons of equal 

standing in the community. All persons stand equal before the law and are to be dealt with as 

equals in a court of justice. 
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Jury as F actfinder 

Neither by these instructions, nor by any ruling or remark which I have made, do I mean 

to indicate any opinion as to the facts or as to what your verdict should be. You are the sole and 

exclusive judges of the facts. 
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Evidence in the Case 

The evidence consists of the sworn testimony of the witnesses, the exhibits received in 

evidence, and stipulations. 

A stipulation is an agreed statement of facts between the parties, and you should regard 

agreed statements as true. 

You are to consider only the evidence received in this case. You should consider this 

evidence in the light of your own observations and experiences in life. You may draw such 

reasonable inferences as you believe to be justified from proved facts. 

You are to disregard any evidence to which I sustained an objection or which I ordered 

stricken. Anything you may have seen or heard about this case outside the courtroom is not 

evidence and must be entirely disregarded. You should not be influenced by sympathy, 

prejudice, fear or public opinion. 
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Arguments and Statements of Counsel 

Opening statements of counsel are for the purpose of acquainting you in advance with 

the facts counsel expect the evidence to show. Closing arguments of counsel are for the purpose 

of discussing the evidence. 

Opening statements, closing arguments, and other statements of counsel should be 

disregarded to the extent they are not supported by the evidence. 

During the course of trial, it often becomes the duty of counsel to make objections and 

for the cou!"~ to rule on them in accordance with the law. The fact that counsel [.lade objections 

should not influence you in any way. 
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Direct and Circumstantial Evidence 

There are two types of evidence: direct and circumstantial. Direct evidence is the 

testimony of a person who claims to have personal knowledge of the disputed facts, such as an 

eyewitness. Circumstantial evidence consists of proof of facts and circumstances which give rise 

to a reasonable inference of the truth of the facts sought to be proved. The law makes no 

distinction between the weight to be given either direct or circumstantial evidence. Therefore, 

all of the evidence in the case, including the circumstantial evidence, should be considered by 

you in arriving at your verdict. 
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Credibility of Witness 

You are the sole judges of the credibility of the witnesses, and of the weight to be given 

to each of them. in considering the testimony of any witness, you may take into account the 

witness' intelligence, ability and opportunity to observe, age, memory, manner while testifying, 

any interest, bias, or prejudice the witness may have, and the reasonableness of the testimony 

considered in the light of all the evidence in the case. 
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Attorney Interviewing Witness 

It is proper for an attorney to interview any witness in preparation for trial. 
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Witness Who Has Been Convicted of a Crime 

The credibility of a witness may be attacked by introducing evidence that the witness has 

been convicted of a crime. Evidence of this kind may be considered by you in connection with 

all the other facts and circumstances in e'.'idence in deciding the weight to be given to the 

testimony of that witness. 
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Expert Testimony 

You have heard testimony of expert witness[esJ This testimony is admissible where the 

subject matter involved requires knowledge, special study, training, or skill not within ordinary 

experience and the witness is qualified to give an expert opinion. 

However, the fact that an expert has given an opinion does not mean that you are 

obligated to accept the expert's opinion as to the facts. You should assess the weight to be given 

to the expert opinion in the light of all the evidence in this case. 
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Deposition Testimony 

During the trial, certain testimony was presented to you by [the reading of a deposition 

and] [video tape]. This testimony is entitled to the same consideration you would give it had the 

witness[es] personally appeared in court. 
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Summaries 

There have been admitted in evidence certain schedules or summaries. They truly and 

accurately summarize the contents of voluminous books, records, or documents, and should be 

considered together with and in the same manner as all other evidence in the case. 
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Corporate Responsibility 

A corporation can only act through natural persons as its agents or employees. A 

corporation is legally responsible for acts or omissions of its agents or employees within the 

scope of their employment. 
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Agent and Principal 

An agent is a person who, by agreement with another called a principal, represents the 

principal in dealings with third persons or transacts business, manages some affair, or does some 

service for the principal, with or without compensation. The agreement to act as an agent may 

be oral or written, express or implied. Regardless of the form it takes, an agency relationship 

must be intended by both the principal and the agent. 

If you find that one person has the right to control the actions of another at a given time, 

you may find that the relationship of principal and agent exists, even though the right to control 

may not have been exercised. 
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Meaning of Burden of Proof 

When I say that a party has the burden of proof on any proposition, or use the expression 

"if you find," or "if you decide," I mean you must be persuaded, considering all the evidence in 

the case, that the proposition on which the party has the burden of proof is more probably true 

than not true. 
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Separate Consideration of Each Claim and Party 

You must give separate consideration to each claim and each party. In doing so, you 

must analyze what the evidence in the case shows with respect to each claim and party, leaving 

out of consideration any evidence admitted solely in regard to some other party. Each party is 

entitled to have the case decided on the evidence and the law applicable to that party. 
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Burden of Proof on the Issues 

On plaintiffts] _____________ . ____ claim against defendant(s] plaintiffts] must 

prove each of the following propositions: 

If you find from your consideration of all the evidence that plaintiffts] has[have] proven 

each of these propositions, then you should find in favor of plaintiffts] on plaintiff's 

claim. -----------------
If, however, you find from your consideration of all the evidence that any of these 

propositions has not been proved, then you should find against plaintiffts] on plaintiff's 

claim. -----------------
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Definition of Knowingly 

When the word "knowingly" is used in these instructions, it means that a person realized 

what he or she was doing and was aware of the nature of the conduct, and did not act through 

ignorance, mistake, or accident. Knowledge may be proved by a person's conduct, and by all 

the facts and circumstances surrounding the case. 
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Selection of Foreperson and Form of Verdict 

Upon retiring to the jury room, select one of your number as your foreperson. The 

foreperson will preside over your deliberations and will be your representative here in court. 

[A] form[s] of verdict has [have] been prepared for you. (Form[s] of verdict read). 

T~ke this form to the jury room and when you have reached unanimous agreement on 

the verdict, your foreperson will fill in and date the form, and each of you will sign it. [Take 

these forms to the jury room and when you have reached unanim0us agreement on the verdict, 

your foreperson will fill in and date the appropriate form[s] and each of you will sign the 

form[s]. 
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Jury Communications 

I do not anticipate that you will need to communicate with me. If you do, however, the 

only proper way is to give the marshal [clerk] a written request, signed by the foreperson, or by 

some other juror if the foreperson is unwilling to do so. 

I will then respond as promptly as possible, either in writing or by having you return to 

the courtroom so that I can respond orally. I caution you, however, with regard to any message 

or question you might send, that you should never state or specify your numerical division at 

the time. 
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Unanimous Verdict 

The verdicts must represent the considered judgment of each juror. Your verdicts, 

whether for or against the parties, must be unanimous. 

You should make every reasonable effort to reach a verdict. In doing so, you should 

consult with one another, express your own views, and listen to the opinions of your fellow 

jurors. Discuss your differences with an open mind. Do not hesitate to reexamine your own 

views and change your opinion if you come to believe it is wrong. But you should not surrender 

your honest beliefs about the weight or effect of evidence solely because of the opinions of other 

jurors or for the purpose of returning a unanimous verdict. 

The [six] of you should give fair and equal consideration to all the evidence and deliberate 

with the goal of reaching an agreement which is consistent with the individual judgment of each 

juror. You are impartial judges of the facts. 
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(case title] 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
NORTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS 

[EASTERN] DIVISION 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

VERDICT FORM 

No, 

We, the jury, find with respect to the claims of plaintiff "P" as follows: 

[Place an "x" on the appropriate line for each defendant and each count.] 

Count One 

For Plaintiff Against Plaintiff 

As to: 

Defendant A 

Defendant B -------,--

Count Two 

For Plaintiff Against Plaintiff 

As to: 

Defendant A 

Defendant B 
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DAMAGES 

(a) Plaintiff "P" is awarded $ 1fi compensatory 

damages. (If you found against plaintiff "p" on all its claims, fill in the number "0".) 

(b) Do you award Plaintiff "P" punitive damages and, if so, in what amount? (As to each 

defendant, either (1) place and "x" on the YES line and fill in the amount or (2) place and "x" on 

the NO line.) 

As to: 

Defendant A 

Defendant B 

$ NO ----------
$________ NO 
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